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All Need A Living Savior for Soul Salvation
Although the world is full of
‘Scholars’ ever since “the
tree of knowledge of good
and evil”: When Adam and
Eve became as “gods” to
themselves; “knowing good
and evil”. And although the
world has many gods, beliefs,
prophets, books & religions,
there is still Only ONE Soul
SAVIOR, and ONE ALMIGHTY
GOD, and Only ONE CREATOR! Beginning with Eve and
Adam, mankind have been
deceived by their own
‘curiosity’ of what GOD did
not tell them? Going be-

yond GOD’s Word, they
have sought more
“knowledge of good and
evil”. This so called
“knowledge” the Serpent offered from the Garden, has
not been Spiritually Beneficial, neither to Adam and Eve,

who turned on GOD, or
to mankind today, who
take man’s word over
GOD’s Word. They ‘nick
-pick’ through the Bible,
looking for excuses for
their Faithlessness, hoping to find some reason
for throwing the Word Of
GOD away, along with
it’s Soul Savior. They are
like naïve parents, who
have been given a beautiful and perfect baby, but
while observing “the Gift
of GOD”, find the water
clouded, and decide to
throw out the whole
bathtub, baby included.
Indeed the Bible is mankind’s ‘Washing water’
to purge an evil conscience, before The Holy
GOD, and we are not defiled by this Purifying

Even the intellectually Curious need A Soul SAVIOR
The intellectually / spiritually
curious are often like a man
or woman who
climb a tree, after
their curious and
determined Cat.
In their pride and
zeal they climb
high, but in the
end, they still need to call on a
Savior to Rescue their Own Very
Precious Life Soul. Almighty
GOD Himself Watches over His

Word, to perform it. Some
who walk in assumed intelligence, would say that the
Bible is full of translation
errors? that early Christians
were illiterate? But, they set
aside The Power of the
Teacher, The HOLY SPIRIT
Himself. Some claim to
have had ‘an experience’
with the GOD of the Bible,
but they never followed
long enough to develop a

Relationship with the Sav-

Bathwater, though it lathers much
dirt from the Soul. Still, many look
in the Mirror of the Bible, hoping
Not to See themselves, but some
tarnishing of the Silver and Gold
of GOD’s Word.
I would encourage them to dive
into this Cleansing and Refreshing
Pool and they will see the Christ
Child, Who became the Savior, of
all mankind, Exercising Faith.
I recently read a book given to
me. The Author, a proud man, extolling his intelligence, having invested so much of his life straining
at presumed errors or what I
would call ‘jots’ in the Bible. But
in the end he seems to swallow
his own ‘Camel’. Nothing he
made a ‘big deal’ over,
casts any shadow on
THE SAVIOR OF THE
WORLD. THE ONLY ONE
that even World History
Stopped and Re-Started
all over again for A.D.
ior, but quickly, and foolishly, turned
away from the Truth, that momentarily had touched their lives.
Only Christ Himself, through the operation of His Holy Spirit, Can truly Convert a Soul, giving True Birth to our
spirit. Only the Living Christ can Regenerate Life in us. Thereafter, only
those who Remain “led by the Spirit,
are the sons of GOD”. The Mind that
we use such a small bit of, will never
figure GOD out, on it’s own. Yield

your mind to The Holy Spirit, The
‘Spiritual Author’ of the Bible.

